It was shown recently that Q(6, q), q > 3, q a prime has no ovoids. We improve this result by showing that the smallest cardinality of a set of points of Q(6, q), q > 3 prime, meeting all generators of Q(6, q) is q 3 + q. Up to isomorphism there is only one example of this size. At last, we generalize this result to Q(2n, q).
Introduction
Let Q(2n, q) denote the non-degenerate quadric of the finite projective space PG(2n, q). The generators of Q(2n, q) have dimension n − 1; these are the largest subspaces of PG(2n, q) that are contained in Q(2n, q). An important concept for polar spaces in general, and hence also for Q(2n, q), is an ovoid, that is set of points of Q(2n, q) meeting every generator in exactly one point. Recently it was shown that for q prime, every ovoid of Q(4, q) is classical, i.e., it is a non-singular elliptic quadric Q − (3, q) ( [1] and [2] ). Then by a result of O'Keefe and Thas ([9] ), Q(6, q) (and hence also Q(2n, q)), q prime, q > 3, has no ovoids. For q not prime, Q(4, q) has always non-classical ovoids, while for Q(6, q), only ovoids are known when q = 3 h , h ≥ 1, and the other not prime cases are open.
In this paper we determine the smallest point set of Q(6, q), q prime, q > 3, that meets every generator in at least one point. In order to state the result we need the notation of a truncated cone. Suppose U is a subspace of PG(2n, q) intersecting Q(2n, q) in a cone S i Q − (3, q) with an i-dimensional vertex over an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q). The truncated cone S * i O is obtained by removing the points of the vertex S i of the cone.
Using the fact that all ovoids of Q(4, q), q prime, q > 3 are elliptic quadrics, we prove the following theorem. Theorem 1.1 Let q ≥ 5 be a prime. Then the smallest set of points of Q(6, q) meeting every plane has q 3 + q points, and consists of the points of a truncated cone P * Q − (3, q).
We remark that the same theorem was proved in [4] for Q(6, 5) and Q(6, 7), not using the results of [2] . Furthermore, it is known that Q(8, q), q odd has no ovoids ( [5] ). One can also try to determine the smallest set of points of Q(8, q) meeting every generator in at least one point. This was done for Q (8, 3) in [4] . Furthermore, the results there ware translated to higher dimensions. We use the following result from [4] .
Result 1.2
For a given q odd, if every ovoid of Q(4, q), is an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q) and the smallest minimal blocking set of Q(6, q) is a truncated cone S * 0 Q − (3, q), then the smallest set of points of Q(2n, q), n ≥ 4, meeting every generator of Q(2n, q)is a truncated cone S * n−3 Q − (3, q).
We remark that similar results are known for some polar spaces that do not have ovoids. To these belong the elliptic quadrics Q − (2n + 1, q) for n ≥ 2 [7] , and the symplectic polar spaces W (2n + 1, q) for n ≥ 2 and q even [6] , and the hermitian polar spaces H(2n, q 2 ) [3] . For further information on the existence of ovoids in polar spaces we refer to [10] .
The proof
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. For this, suppose that B is a minimal set of at most q 3 +q points of Q(6, q), q > 3, q prime, meeting every generator of Q(6, q). A point P will be called a small point, if P ∈ Q(6, q) \ B and |P ⊥ ∩ B| = q 2 + 1.
As B is minimal, then there exists a plane π of Q(6, q) on X meeting B only in X. There are q 2 lines l in π not containing X. Each such line lies in q further planes of Q(6, q), which all meet B. Since a point Y ∈ B \ π is perpendicular to exactly one line of π, it follows that
If equality holds, then there exists a 4-space F P on P with P ⊥ ∩ B = F P ∩ B. Also F P meets Q(6, q) in a cone with vertex P over an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q) and each of the q 2 + 1 singular lines of F P on P meet B in a unique point.
To see this, consider the quadric Q(4, q) induced in P ⊥ /P . The points of P ⊥ ∩ B yield a blocking set of this Q(4, q). Hence |P ⊥ ∩ B| ≥ q 2 + 1 with equality only if the blocking set is an ovoid of this Q(4, q). Then, as q ≥ 5 is a prime, the result of [2] shows that the ovoid is an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q), which proves the last statement of (2).
(3) If π is a plane of Q(6, q) meeting B in a unique point X, then π contains a small point. Also, every line of π that contains a small point but not X contains at least one more small point.
Count pairs (P, Y ) with P ∈ π \ {X} and Y ∈ B \ {X} such that P and Y are perpendicular. Since every point of B \ {X} is perpendicular to q + 1 points of π, this gives
As the right hand side is at most (q
Now consider a line l of π containing a small point P but not X. As P is a small point, every plane of Q(6, q) on P meets B in a unique point. Hence |l ⊥ ∩ B| is equal to the number q + 1 of planes of Q(6, q) on l. Count pairs (R, Y ) with R ∈ l and Y ∈ B such that R and Y are perpendicular. Then the q + 1 points of l ⊥ ∩ B occur in q + 1 such pairs and every other point of B occurs in exactly one such pair. This implies that
The left hand side is at most
(4) Let l be a line of Q(6, q) missing B and having at least two small points. Then there exists a plane meeting Q(6, q) in a conic and such that l ⊥ ∩ B consists of the q + 1 points of this conic.
Let P and R be small points of l. From (2) we get 4-spaces F P and F R ; also, as l ∩ B = ∅, then l ∩ F P = P and l ∩ F R = R. Thus F P ∩ F R lies in l ⊥ and is skew to l. As l ⊥ , F P and F R have dimension four, it follows that F P ∩ F R has dimension two. Since l ⊥ meets Q(6, q) in a cone with vertex l over a Q(2, q), then the plane F P ∩ F R meets Q(6, q) in a conic. From (2) we also have F P ∩ B = P ⊥ ∩ B and similarly for R.
If X is a point of the conic F P ∩ F R ∩ Q(6, q), then the plane l, X meets B in a unique point, since every plane of Q(6, q) on P meets B in a unique point. This point of B lies in P ⊥ ∩ B ⊆ F P and R ⊥ ∩ B ⊆ F R , so it lies in F P ∩ F R and hence it is the point X. So the conic in F P ∩ F R ∩ Q(6, q) belongs to B.
(5) Let P be a small point and let X be a point of F P ∩ B. Then the set F P ∩ B can be written as the union of q plane conics sharing two by two only the point X. In fact, there are at least 1 2 (q + 1) different ways to do this.
Let π be one of the planes of Q(6, q) on the line P X. Also let l 1 , . . . , l q be the lines of π on P different from P X. By (3), each line l i contains a small point
⊥ and π ⊥ meets Q(6, q) only in π. Thus, the q conics C i form a partition of F P ∩ B as required.
The same can be done for each of the q + 1 planes on the line P X. We show that each conic arises from at most two planes. It suffices to show this for C 1 . We have that C ⊥ 1 is a 3-space meeting Q(6, q) in a Q − (3, q) or in a Q + (3, q). But, in every plane on P X that gives rise to C 1 , we have a line l 1
Since a point of a Q ± (3, q) lies on at most two lines of Q ± (3, q), this shows that C 1 can come from at most two planes.
(6) For every small point P , the set P ⊥ ∩ B is an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q).
Let X be a point of
The same argument shows now that S contains q − 1 conics of each of the three families. Now it is easy to see that F P ∩ B is contained in S and this proves the claim. We will consider the different possibilities for the structure of H ∩ Q(6, q) but we start with a remark that applies for all three possibilities for this structure. If there is a line l of H ∩ Q(6, q) that does not meet B, then every plane of Q(6, q) on l that is not contained in H meets B in a point outside H. As |H ∩ B| ≥ q 3 + 1, there can be at most |B| − (q 3 + 1) ≤ q − 1 such planes on such a line.
If H ∩Q(6, q) = Q − (5, q), then all lines of this Q − (5, q) lie on q +1 planes that do not lie in H, so the previous remark shows that all lines of Q − (5, q) meet B. Then the result in [7] mentioned in the introduction gives the structure of B. Now consider the case that H is tangent to Q(6, q) at a point P , that is H ∩ Q(6, q) is a cone with vertex P over a Q(4, q). Then every line of the cone that does not pass through P lies in q planes of Q(6, q) that are not contained in H, so the remark implies that all lines of the cone P Q(4, q) that do not pass through P meet B. Thus, each Q(4, q) of P Q(4, q) contains at least q 2 + 1 points of B with equality if and only if Q(4, q) ∩ B is an ovoid of Q(4, q). Then a counting argument shows that each such Q(4, q) meets B in an ovoid, that |B| = q 3 + q and that B is contained in P Q(4, q) (but P / ∈ B). By the hypothesis on q in Theorem 1.1 and the result of [1] and [2] , for each Q(4, q) of P Q(4, q) the ovoid Q(4, q) ∩ B is an elliptic quadric Q − (3, q). Consider one elliptic quadric E := Q − (3, q) of P Q(4, q) that is contained in B. Then the cone P Q − (3, q) contains P and q 3 + q further points. We show that B consists of these q 3 + q points, proving the desired structure of B. In fact, otherwise there would be a point X in P Q(4, q) outside the P Q − (3, q). This point would be perpendicular to a conic of E, but (1) shows that this is not possible.
Consider finally the case H ∩ Q(6, q) = Q + (5, q). Now we use that in a Q + (5, q) at least |Q(4, q)| = q 3 + q 2 + q + 1 points are needed to block all lines (see [8] ). Thus, there exists a line l in Q + (5, q) not meeting B. In Q(6, q) the line l lies in q + 1 planes and two of these lie in the Q + (5, q). The remaining q − 1 planes of Q(6, q) on l meet B in points outside H. Thus |H ∩ B| ≤ |B| − (q − 1) ≤ q 3 + 1. Hence |H ∩ B| = q 3 + 1 and exactly q − 1 points of B do not lie in H. Also, the q − 1 points of B \ H are perpendicular to l and similarly to every line of H ∩Q(6, q) that is missing B. Since the q−1 points span different planes with l, they are two by two non-perpendicular. Then three of these points span a plane that meets Q(6, q) in a conic. This shows that all lines of Q + (5, q) that do not meet B live in the perp of a conic C. The perp of a conic is a Q ± (3, q). Since q + 1 points are enough to block all lines of a Q ± (3, q), this implies that we can adjoin q + 1 points to H ∩ B in order to obtain a set K blocking all lines of Q + (5, q). Then |K| ≤ |H ∩ B| + q + 1 = q 3 + q + 2. But we have seen above that such a set has cardinality at least |Q(4, q)| = q 3 + q 2 + q + 1. Contradiction.
(8) If X ∈ B, then there exists a 4-space V on X such that V ∩ B contains at least q + 1 quadrics Q − (3, q) all containing X.
Consider a plane π of Q(6, q) on X that meets B only in X. Such a plane exists because of the minimality of B. It follows from (3) that π contains at least q + 1 small points. By (6), for every small point P of π the set E(P ) := P ⊥ ∩ B is an elliptic quadric. It follows from (2) , that the 3-space E(P ) meets Q(6, q) in E(P ). If P and R are small points of π such that the line P R does not contain X, then (4) implies that E(P ) ∩ E(R) is a conic.
First we consider the case that we find three non-collinear small points P, R, S in π that generate with X different lines. Then the quadrics E(P ), E(R) and E(S) meet two by two in a conic, but they do not share a conic (since this conic would be perpendicular to the plane π = P, R, S ). Thus E(P ), E(R) and E(S) span together a 4-space V . From (3) we know that every line of π on P that does not contain any of the points R, S, X contains a second small point T . Then T either does not lie on XR or not on XS. We may assume it does not lie on RX. Then P, R, T are non-collinear and on different lines with X, so as before E(P ), E(R) and E(T ) span together a 4-space. Of course, this 4-space is V , so E(T ) ⊆ V . Since there are q − 2 choices for T , we are done. Now consider the case that all small points of π lie on two lines of π on X. Let these lines be p = {X, P 1 , . . . , P q } and r = {X, R 1 , . . . , R q }. Then (3) implies that all points P i and R i are small points. For different i, the elliptic quadrics E(P i ) share only X; this is because the points P i are small, so every plane on the line p meets B only in one point which is X. Thus different i yield different 3-spaces S i := E(P i ) and similar different 3-spaces T i := E(R i ) . From (4) we know that each subspace S i ∩ T j is a plane that meets Q(6, q) in conic, which is E(P i ) ∩ E(R j ). Different pairs (i, j) give different planes, because different quadrics E(P i ) and also different quadrics E(R j ) share only the point X. If two of the S i , say S 1 and S 2 meet in a plane, then V := S 1 , S 2 is a 4-space; in this case every T i meets S 1 and S 2 in different planes and is thus contained in V , which proves the claim (8) . We may thus assume that different S i share at most a line, and similar for the T i . Then V := S 1 , S 2 is a 5-space, and l := S 1 ∩ S 2 is a line on X. Each T i meets S 1 and S 2 in planes, and these two planes share a line (since they lie in the 3-space T i ), so they share the line l. Hence l ⊆ T i ⊆ V for all i. By the same argument, l is contained in all subspaces S i . Then l lies in the perp of all points P i and all points R i , which implies that l is a tangent line on X meeting Q(6, q) only in X. Then the q elliptic quadrics E(R i ) cover q 3 + 1 points of V ∩ Q(6, q) and these points lie in B. Thus we can apply (7), so B lives in a 4-space. But this is a contradiction, as the quadrics E(P i ) are contained in B and span a 5-space.
(9) The end. Consider a 4-space V as in (8) . Then V ∩ B containsuadrics Q − (3, q). Since two such quadrics share at most q + 1 points, it follows that
Since V ∩ Q(6, q) contains quadrics Q − 3(q), we have that V ∩ Q(6, q) is a Q(4, q) or a cone with point vertex over a Q − (3, q). Assume V ∩ Q(6, q) = Q(4, q). Consider two Q − (3, q) contained V ∩ B, and choose a point X that lies in exactly one of these. Then X ⊥ meets the other Q − (3, q) in a Q(2, q). Thus X ⊥ contains 1 + (q + 1) points of B, contradicting (1).
Hence V ∩ Q(6, q) is a cone with point vertex S over a Q − (3, q). Since |V ∩ B| > q, then S / ∈ B by (1). Put b := |V ∩ B|, and denote by M the set of points of V ∩ Q(6, q) that do not lie in B and that are different from S. (2) but the argument of the proof of (2) even shows that at least q 2 + 1 lines of Q(6, q) on P meet B. Since P lies on a unique line of V ∩ Q(6, q) = SQ − (3, q), it follows that P lies on at least q 2 lines of Q(6, q) that meet B in a point but do not lie in V . Hence |P ⊥ ∩ B | ≥ q 2 for P ∈ M .
Let X ∈ B . We first show that X is not perpendicular to S. Assume the contrary. Then SX is a singular line and lies in q + 1 singular planes. Each of these singular planes lies in S ⊥ and thus meets V in a line on S. Since V ∩ B contains elliptic quadrics Q − (3, q), each such line meets B. It follows that each of the q + 1 planes on SX meets V ∩ B. But then X ⊥ contains q + 1 points of B contradicting (1). Hence X is not perpendicular to S. Then E := X ⊥ ∩ V is a 3-space that meets Q(6, q) in a Q − (3, q). We know that V ∩ B contains at least q + 1 elliptic quadrics Q − (3, q). If all these meet E in only one point, that is each of the q + 1 solids spanned by these elliptic quadrics meets E in a tangent plane of E ∩ Q(6, q) = Q − (3, q), then not all these tangent planes can be equal. This implies that the q + 1 elliptic quadrics cover at least two points of E, so |E ∩ B| ≥ 2, which implies that |E ∩ M | = q 2 + 1 − |E ∩ B| ≤ q 2 − 1.
Count pairs (P, X) ∈ M × B with X ∈ P ⊥ to obtain
Since |B | ≤ |M |, this implies that M = ∅. Hence all points of the cone SQ − (3, q) except the vertex S lie in B. This proves Theorem 1.1.
